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[57] ABSTRACT 
A high beta plasma is produced in a plasma producing 
device of toroidal configuration by ohmic heating and 
auxiliary heating. The plasma pressure is continuously 
monitored and used in a control system to program the 
current in the poloidal field windings. Throughout the 
heating process, magnetic flux is conserved inside the 
plasma and the distortion of the flux surfaces drives a 
current in the plasma. As a consequence, the total cur-
rent increases and the poloidal field windings are driven 
with an equal and opposing increasing current. The 
spatial distribution of the current in the poloidal field 
windings is determined by the plasma pressure. Plasma 
equilibrium is maintained thereby, and high tempera-
ture, high beta operation results. 

1 Claim, 3 Drawing Figures 
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HIGH BETA PLASMA OPERATION IN A 
TOROIDAL PLASMA PRODUCING DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 

This invention was made during the course of, or 
under, a contract with the United States Energy Re-
search and Development Administration. 

Many toroidal plasma producing devices can be char-
acterized in terms of two main magnetic fields, toroidal 10 
and poloidal, oriented orthonogonally, that combine to 
form a resultant helical magnetic field such that the 
plasma produced in the device is a diffuse toroidal col-
umn confined on a nested complex of magnetic surfaces 
composed of the helical magnetic field lines. 15 

In these devices, the toroidal component B r i s set up 
by a circular array of coils known as the toroidal field 
coils (or simply TF coils) that are distributed around the 
toroidal plasma chamber. The poloidal component, B ,̂ 
in these devices comes from a toroidal electric current 20 
that flows inside the plasma column itself and coils 
wound in the toroidal direction. This plasma toroidal 
Current is created by a toroidal electric field produced 
by a transformer which consists of a set of primary 
windings, and the plasma current itself constitutes the 25 
single-turn secondary winding of the transformer. The 
primary windings are also known as the primary ohmic 
heating (OH) windings. Thus, a pulsed magnetizing 
current in the primary (ohmic heating) driving wind-
ings generates a magnetizing magnetic flux that in turn 30 
induces an axial current, I p in the plasma. The circulat-
ing plasma current generates the desired poloidal field, 
B p 

In the course of a discharge in a plasma device of 
toroidal configuration, a plasma that is confined by only 35 
By.and Bp would tend to expand in major radius under 
its own internal pressure and would lack position equi-
librium. In order to maintain the plasma position equi-
librium throughout the discharge, an additional set of 
windings, called the poloidal field windings, are pro- 40 
vided. The current carried on these windings provides a 
boundary for the plasma-produced poloidal field, Bp. It 
is the Lorentz force generated by the interaction of the 
plasma poloidal field, B ,̂ and the poloidal field winding 
current, I*, both of which are time dependent, that 45 
provides the basic equilibrium of the plasma. 

It is fundamental to the operation of the poloidal field 
windings that they be driven so as to produce a Lorentz 
force that is everywhere equal and opposite to the pres-
sure force in the plasma that is causing the expansion. 50 
Plasma producing devices of toroidal configuration that 
have been operated to date are all driven at a constant 
plasma current throughout the discharge. As a conse-
quence, the poloidal field windings are also controlled, 
so as to regulate the net poloidal field winding current, 55 

to a constant value. 
In plasma producing devices of toroidal configura-

tion that have been operated to date, there have been 
produced a certain quantity of neutrons. However, the 
neutron production rate has not been as high as desired 60 
because such devices operate at a characteristically low 
beta. Beta 03) generally refers to the total beta and is 
defined as the ratio of the plasma energy to the confin-
ing magnetic field energy (magnetic flux). The symbol 
for the plasma pressure, p, is often used for the plasma 65 
energy. Thus, j3 = 2/i.op/B2 . It is important and/or 
desired to be able to operate at the highest possible 
value of beta, in order to achieve a more favorable 

neutron production rate and thus provide for more 
efficient neutron sources. The above follows from the 
fact that the neutron production rate at a given mag-
netic field strength depends upon the square of the beta. 

In the low beta, ohmically-heated plasma producing 
devices of toroidal configuration that have been oper-
ated to date, the beta can be written as follows: 

P = 
(1) 

where the beta poloidal term, is the ratio of the 
plasma pressure to the poloidal magnetic field; q is a 
stability factor called the magnetic safety factor; and A 
is the plasma aspect ratio, the ratio of the plasma major 
radius to the plasma minor radius. The term, q, is de-
fined as the ratio of toroidal flux to poloidal flux be-
tween two infinitesimally close flux surfaces. 

In view of the low 0 operation of prior devices as 
discussed above, there exists a need for providing a 
device that can be operated at substantially higher val-
ues of p. The present invention was conceived to meet 
this need in a manner to be described hereinbelow. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is the object of the present invention to provide a 
plasma producing device of toroidal configuration that 
can be operated at high values of fi, thus substantially 
increasing the neutron production rate. 

The above object has been accomplished in the pres-
ent invention by operating such a device on the princi-
ple of conservation of magnetic flux. Thus, the plasma 
pressure is permitted to increase during operation of the 
device and the magnetic surfaces in the plasma distort 
to change the internal shape of the plasma. It is the 
distortion of these flux surfaces that effects an increase 
in the current flowing in the plasma. Consequently, the 
poloidal field external to the plasma changes and the 
current in the poloidal field windings must be changed 
if plasma position equilibrium is to be maintained. By 
making or keeping the current in the poloidal field 
windings equal and opposite to the plasma current dur-
ing all stages of operation of the device, high beta oper-
ation will result from flux conservation, provided that 
the proper spatial distribution of the current in the 
poloidal field windings is controlled in a manner to be 
described hereinbelow. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of the magnetic flux 

surfaces for a D shaped plasma maintained in equilib-
rium by a set of conductors located a distance, d, from 
the plasma surface in a plasma producing device of 
toroidal configuration; and 

FIGS. 2A and 2B are respective graphs illustrating 
the current distribution along the contour, L, of FIG. 1 
necessary to maintain the plasma in equilibrium as the 
poloidal beta is raised from 0.5 to a value of 2.4 for two 
respective values of the separation distance, d. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

One plasma producing device of toroidal configura-
tion in which the present invention may be utilized, for 
example, is disclosed in the application of Frederick B. 
Marcus, Ser. No. 720,864, filed Sept. 7, 1976, now U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,087,322 entitled Air Core Poloidal Magnetic 
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Field System For A Toroidal Plasma Producing Device, subsequent values of the pressure profile p'. With these 
and having a common assignee with the present applica- functions determined, equation (2) can be solved, 
tion. In such a device, or in other more conventional The next step is to calculate the poloidal magnetic 
devices, there are provided poloidal and toroidal mag- field vector Bp, which is defined as the vector cross 
netic fields for confining a toroidal plasma column with 5 product of a vector in the toroidal direction, with the 
a plasma current induced therein along a circular equi- gradient of the psi function divided by R, 
librium axis in a torus vacuum cavity. 

It should be understood that the following steps of Bp= i^x v<p/R. (4) 
the present invention apply to a plasma producing de-
vice of toroidal configuration that is being heated by 1° B^must be evaluated on the contour of the vertical field 
auxiliary heating following the initial ohmic heating windings and is likewise a numencal calculation, 
step, and in which magnetic flux in the plasma is being W l t h bP calculated and expressed m terms of the 
conserved internal pressure in the plasma, the next equation: 

Simply stated, flux conservation means that the ma-
gentic flux linking a plasma pressure surface will be 15 v <B^> ® 
preserved in spite of changes in the shape or configura- I w = in 
tion of that surface. Therefore, the concept of flux con-
servation provides a rule which allows the selection of can be solved, where <Bp

2> is a flux surface average 
a precise sequence of equilibrium through which a of the poloidal field at the plasma surface. This equation 
plasma will pass during the process of being heated to ^ is the determination of the total current flowing in the 
high beta. plasma, and it is seen that the current flowing within a 

The initial step of the present invention is to measure given flux surface is directly related to the flux surface 
the average plasma pressure,/?, since it is not predictable average of the square of the poloidal magnetic flux. The 
beforehand, and use the information to calculate the 2 5 net current that has to be driven in the poloidal field 
flux conserving equilibrium using the basic equilibrium windings in order to achieve equilibrium under moder-
equation (2), below. A system of diagnostics such as a ate and high beta conditions is just this current, lw. 
combination of laser beams may be used to measure the The distribution of the current I w within the poloidal 
density and temperature of the plasma across a plasma field winding is found by evaluating the expression: 
cross section in order to obtain the pressure. The equa- 3Q 

tion for calculating flux conserving equilibrium is: (6) 
, n X B. 

A*SP = - 4 j r ( « 2 p ' + FF) (2) K - e -

yvhere the psi term is the plasma flux function that de- w h e r e K i s t h e c u r r e n t density per unit length on the 
scribes the magnetic surfaces containing the plasma, R s u r f a c e c o n t a i n i n g t h e poloidal field windings and n is a 
is the major radius of the plasma producing device, and u n i t v e c t o r n o r m a l t o t h i s s u r f a c e T h u s > b o t h t h e m a g . 
p is the plasma pressure (p is actually the derivative of n i t u d e a n d distribution of the poloidal field winding 
the plasma pressure with respect to magnetic flux). current is determined 

At low plasma pressure, that is, at low beta, the mag- T h e distribution of currents required to sustain a high 
netic surfaces are just a set of nested circular toroidal b e t a flux.conservmg equilibria is illustrated in FIG. 1 of 
surfaces m the plasma. As the plasma is heated and t h e drawings which shows a set of magnetic flux sur-
higher plasma pressures are attained these magnetic flux f a c e s f o r a D . s h a p e d plasma maintained in equilibrium 
surfaces usually distort mto a set of nested d-shaped b y a s e t o f p o i o i d a l field winding coils located a dis-
surfaces. At any rate, in equation (2) the F function is tence> d> f r o m t h e l a s m a s u r f a c e i n a p l a s m a p r o d u c i n g 
defined as the product of the major radius and the toroi- device of toroidal configuration. The set of coils located 
dal magnetic field, and is usually considered to be an o n t h e c o n t o u r j r e p r e S ented by the dashed line in FIG. 
arbitary function. However, it has been determined that h i s u s e d t 0 p r o v i d e t h e equilibrium as the beta poloidal 
the F function is related to the safety factor, q, as shown o f t h e l a s m a i s i n c r e a s e d b y any desired heating tech-
m the following equation: 5Q njqU e . 

FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate the distribution of current 
F = 4n-2 n(m ® along the contour L of FIG. 1 during this heating pro-

v <R-2> cess for two different values of the separation d. Thus, 
it should be noted that it is possible to sustain a high beta 

where V' is the specific volume between two flux sur- 55 flux-conserving equilibria with currents flowing in a 
faces, and < R _ 2 > is the average major radius o f t h e shell at a resonable distance from the plasma, while 
flux surfaces. allowing the inclusion of coil shielding and structure. 

In order to calculate the flux conserving equilibrium To sum up the above-described steps, the currents 
in equation (2), the F function is first determined from that are to be programmed in the poloidal field wind-
equation (3). The safety factor, q, in distinction to the 60 ings of a plasma producing device of toroidal configura-
plasma pressure, p, is an invariant and needs to be mea- tion are determined by measuring the pressure increase 
sured only once at the beginning of the plasma dis- in the plasma being produced in the device and the q 
charge. As set forth above, the term, q, is defined as the profile. The pressure is measured continuously, but 
ratio of toroidal flux to the poloidal flux between two because of flux conservation, q is fixed and is measured 
infinitesimally close flux surfaces. A q-profile consistent 65 only once for the initial calculation. The equilibrium 
with the low beta equilibrium from which the heating equation (2) is then solved using the measured p and the 
process starts is chosen, and a continuous analysis of the measured q. From the solution of equation (2), the spe-
detailed heating process determines the initial and many cific volume between two flux surfaces V', and the 
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poloidal field Bp are determined. The last step is that 
performed by solving equation (5) to determine the net 4n2o(>h) 
current that is required for the poloidal field windings F = r</?~2> ' 
and using equation (6) to determine the current distribu-
tion to be effected in the poloidal field windings. The ^ where V' is the specific volume between two flux sur-
above steps are repeated for each measurement of p as faces, and < R ~ 2 > is the average major radius of the 
the plasma pressure is being gradually increased during flux surfaces; determining the poloidal magentic field as 
the heating of the plasma. Thus, a flux conserving equi- a function of said equilibria by means of the equation: 
librium will be achieved during all stages of operation g _ . 
of the device as the plasma is being heated to a high p * 
beta. where i^is a vector in the toroidal direction; utilizing 

By operating a plasma producing device on the prin- said volume and said determined poloidal magnetic field 
ciple of flux-conservation as described above, such that for determining the total current flowing in said 
operation of the device at high beta is achieved, the 15 plasma based on the relationship: 
neutron production rate of the plasma thereof is sub-
stantially increased over that achievable by the prior V<B1> 
art, such that a more efficient neutron source is pro- l»= . 
vided. 

This invention has been described by way of illustra- ^ where <B / J
2> is a flux surface average of the poloidal 

tion rather than by limitation and it should be apparent field at the plasma surface; and finally controlling the 
that it is equally applicable in fields other than those respective current flow to respective ones of said poloi-
described. dal field windings such that the total current flow to 

What is claimed is: said poloidal field windings is equal and opposite to said 
1. In a method for producing a plasma in a device of t o t a l P l a s m a current I w the distribution of the current to 

toroidal configuration having poloidal and toroidal t h e P o l o i d a l f l e l d windings being determined by the 
magnetic fields provided by respective field windings expression, 
for confining a toroidal plasma column with a plasma 
current induced therein along a circular equilibrium axis 30 
in a torus vacuum cavity by means of primary ohmic 
heating windings, and further heating said plasma col- w h e r e K i s t h e c u r r e n t d e n s i t u n i t l e n t h o n t h e 
umn by auxiliary heatmg after the ohmic heating s u r f a ce containing the poloidal field windings and « is a 
thereof, the improvement comprising the steps of mea- u n i t v e c t o r n o r m a l t o t h i s s u r f a c e ; and repeating all of 
suring the average plasma pressure, p; determining the 3 5 the above steps for each measured value of said pressure 
magnetic safety factor, q; determining a magnetic flux which increases during the heating of said plasma by 
conserving equilibria by means of the equation: means of said auxiliary heating whereby a magnetic flux 

conserving equilibrium is maintained during all stages 
= P' + ^ of operation of said method and the beta which is di-

rectly related to said pressure will ultimately reach a 
Where R is the major radius of said device, p' is the high value, thus ultimately providing a substantially 
derivative of the plasma pressure with respect to mag- high neutron production rate which is a function of the 
netic flux, and the F function is related to the safety square of the beta, 
factor, q, as determined by the equation: * • * * * 

" X B. 
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